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Jun 8, 2017 I am having issues connecting a guitar to a ps3 without a dongle. Any suggestions? Oct 19, 2019 Does anyone know if you can connect a Guitar Hero guitar that is not a BlueSpec or ProSpec controller with the dongle or if you can only connect a standard controller Does anybody know how to get your guitar hero to work with your ps3 and win 7? thanks in advance! Feb 5, 2020 You need to use a usb controller, obviously if
you cannot afford a guitar hero controller. Sep 1, 2019 does it matter whether you have a wireless guitar or wired? Anybody know how to use a guitar hero guitar with a pc? thanks. Mar 28, 2020 will or will not this work from ps3 on pc do you know? If you want to use a guitar hero controller for a pc try finding an old guitar controller or a different one that you do not use and try using an xbox controller instead of the guitar hero
controller. Sep 2, 2019 My question is about both the original game and the newer 'purge' versions. Is there any way to play the newer game versions without a dongle? I'm asking because I already have an original controller plugged in, and have no idea whether I'll be able to get one for the newer games. Sep 5, 2019 i was wondering if anyone could help me set my guitar hero guitar up to my ps3, i cannot get it to work on the console
without a dongle and im worried that i'll have to buy a dongle to pair up the controller, so is there anyway i can pair it up without a dongle? Jul 11, 2019 I tried to connect it to my PS3, but it's telling me to press the sync button. How to Connect Guitar Hero Controller with a Computer? Feb 1, 2017 can you get the original song pack guitar hero without a dongle? if so how? Sep 22, 2019 No, I tried it, but I'm not sure if I got it to work
or not (It might have been a glitch). I can't find any information about the redoctane guitar. Sep 24, 2019 Will my guitar work to connect to the ps3 without the dongle? I have a limited spending to spend and i only have a wireless guitar.
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DOWNLOAD: how to sync guitar hero controller ps3 without dongle . Oct 13, 2010 im looking for a way to sync guitar hero controller and playstation 3. The guitar hero adapter doesnt sync to the ps3 and i dont know why. I have a rb3 wireless guitar . All rights reserved. Oct 13, 2010 PS2-guitar hero adapter that I bought off of ebay for $15 . Oct 14, 2010 Click to expand... Once again, I just can't get Guitar Hero to recognize the
guitar at all. Do I need the "real" guitar . All rights reserved. Oct 14, 2010 I have the guitar hero wireless guitar that came with the game. I am trying to install the adapter, but it isn't working at all. My ps3 has the light on the guitar . All rights reserved. Oct 14, 2010 It doesnt recognize the guitar controller and its not in the ps3 . All rights reserved. Oct 14, 2010 It doesnt work at all with the adapter. Its really strange because it works
fine with the wireless guitar and the ps2 . All rights reserved. Oct 14, 2010 My son has an old RB3 wireless guitar that he got off of ebay. I purchased it to use for the Guitar Hero game. I need an adapter to plug in the controller . All rights reserved. Oct 14, 2010 Hi All, We have a guitar hero guitar and guitar hero controller and I want to use it on the ps3. The original guitar hero guitar doesnt work with the ps3 because there is no
adapter and I dont know why. So I bought the RB3 wireless guitar . Oct 15, 2010 The adapter will not recognize the guitar hero controller on the ps3. The guitar hero adapter is brand new and my son has played with the guitar hero controller on other playstations and the wireless guitar . All rights reserved. Oct 15, 2010 I have the adapter and i have no idea why it doesnt work with the ps3. The adapter comes with the guitar . All rights
reserved. Oct 15, 2010 The Guitar Hero controller (not wireless guitar) will not work at all with the adapter plugged in. It doesnt even have a usb port on it so the adapter cannot be used for other devices ba244e880a
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